
 

 

/*Assembly Language Program for Arithmetic and Logical Instructions*/ 

  

AREA    Word, CODE, READONLY     ; name this block of code 

             ENTRY                              ; mark the first instruction called 

start 

             LDR  r0, =0X01010101  ; r0 = pointer to source block 

             LDR  r1, =0X01010101  ; r1 = pointer to destination block 

BL addition   ; BL branches to addition with address of  

BL subtraction   ; next instruction in link register (r14). 

  BL  anding 

  BL oring 

  BL exoring 

  MOV R7, #0x11 

here  B here 

stop 

 

addition 

  ADD  r2,r1,r0 

  BX  LR   ; Loads PC with contents of LR and LR[0] is  

; used to set T bit in CPSR. 

subtraction  

  SUB  r3,r1,r0 

  BX  LR 

anding 

  AND  r4,r1,r0 

  BX  LR 

oring 

  ORR r5,r1,r0 

  BX LR 

exoring 

  EOR r6,r1,r0 

  BX  LR 

 

  END 

 

 

Programs loads two numbers into registers r0 and r1, and performs various 

arithmetic and logical operations in subroutines. 

  



 

 

/*Assembly Language Program for ARM to THUMB and THUMB to 

ARM switching*/ 

 

AREA BRANCHING, CODE, READONLY 

 ENTRY 

START 

 LDR  R0, =0X01010101 

 LDR  R1, =0X01010101 

 ADR  R3, THUMBC+1  ; ADR loads PC relative address of THUMBC  

ADR  R10, label   ; and also adds an offset to it. 

BX  R3    ; switch to THUMBC and change to T mode 

label  

 MOV  R9,#0x11 

 B  label 

 

THUMBC 

 CODE16    ; THUMB instructions starts here 

 ADD  R0,R1 

 MOV  R2, R0 

 BL  SUBTRACT   ; call SUBTRACT  written in THUMB 

 MOV  R4,R5 

 MOV  LR,R10   ; load the address of label in LR (r14) 

 BX  LR    ; branch to main code and change to ARM mode 

HERE  

B  HERE 

 

SUBTRACT 

 LDR  R5,=0X33333333 

 LDR  R6,=0X22222222 

 SUB  R5,R6 

 BX  LR    ; branch to THUMBC routine 

 END 

 

 

 

Program loads two numbers in r0 and r1 register in ARM mode then loads r3 with 

(address of THUMBC routine + 1) then executes BX which changes the mode to THUMB and 

branches to THUMBC code. 

Then in THUMBC perform addition of numbers and call SUBTRACT to perform 

subtraction between r5 and r6. Then go back to THUMBC and then back to main. 

  



 

 

/*Assembly Language Program for Block Transfer using LDR and STR 

instructions*/ 

 

AREA    Word, CODE, READONLY       ; name this block of code 

num     EQU     5                         ; set number of words to be copied 

            ENTRY                              ; mark the first instruction called 

start 

            LDR r0, =src                   ; r0 = pointer to source block 

            LDR  r1, =dst                   ; r1 = pointer to destination block 

            MOV  r2, #num                   ; r2 = number of words to copy 

wordcopy 

            LDR r3, [r0], #4               ; load a word from the source and 

            STR r3, [r1], #4               ; store it to the destination 

            SUBS  r2, r2, #1                 ; decrement the counter 

            BNE     wordcopy                   ; ... copy more 

stop 

label  B label             

             

AREA    BlockData, DATA, READWRITE 

src         DCD     1,2,3,4,5 

dst         DCD     0,0,0,0,0 

            END 

 

 

Program transfers block of data from source to destination using single register 

Load-Store instructions. 

32-bit number from location pointed by r0 register (it holds starting address of 

source block) is loaded into r3 register and register r0 is incremented by offset 4. The 32-bit 

number in register r3 is then stored to location pointed by register r1 (it holds starting 

address of destination block) and register r1 is incremented by offset 4. 

Program transfers five 32-bit numbers (words) from source to destination block. Thus 

a counter (register r2) of five is used to count number of words transferred from source to 

destination block. 

 

DCD directive is used to allocate word aligned locations in memory for source and 

destination blocks and also initializes them with initial values written thereafter (comma 

separated values). 

  



 

 

/*Assembly Language Program for Block Transfer using LDM and STM 

instructions*/ 

 

AREA    Block, CODE, READONLY    ; name this block of code 

            ENTRY                             ; mark the first instruction called 

start 

            LDR r0, =src                   ; r0 = pointer to source block 

            LDR r1, =dst                   ; r1 = pointer to destination block 

 

            LDM r0!, {r4-r8}              ; Load 8 words from the source 

            STM r1!, {r4-r8}              ; and put them at the destination 

             

label  B  label 

stop 

            

 AREA    BlockData, DATA, READWRITE 

src         DCD     1,2,3,4,5 

dst         DCD     0,0,0,0,0 

            END 

 

 

 

Program transfers block of data from source to destination using multiple register 

Load-Store instructions. 

r4 – r8 registers are loaded with five 32-bit numbers from location pointed by r0 

register (it holds starting address of source block) and register r0 is incremented by offset 

4*N+4 (where N is number of registers to be loaded). The five 32-bit numbers in registers r4 

– r8 are then stored to location pointed by register r1 (it holds starting address of 

destination block) and register r1 is incremented by offset 4*N+4 (where N is number of 

registers to be loaded). Program transfers five 32-bit numbers (words) from source to 

destination block.  

DCD directive is used to allocate word aligned locations in memory for source and 

destination blocks and also initializes them with initial values written thereafter (comma 

separated values). 

  



 

 

/*Embedded-C Program for Blinking LED*/ 

 

 

#include<LPC214x.h>   // include header file for device. 

void delay(void)    // Program for inserting delay. 

{ 

 unsigned int i; 

 for(i=0; i<1000000; i++) 

 {;} 

} 

 

int main (void) 

{ 

 IODIR0 = 0X000000F0;  // P0.7 to P0.4 pins configured as output pins 

 while(1)    // while always 

 { 

  IOSET0 = 0x000000f0; // Set pins P0.7 to P0.4 

  delay();   // keep them SET using delay function. 

  IOCLR0 = 0x000000f0; // Clear pins P0.7 to P0.4. 

  delay();   // keep them CLEAR using delay function. 

 } 

} 

 

 

 

IODIR0 register is used to configure the direction of pins of PORT0. (writing ‘1’ to 

0
th

 bit of IODIR0 will make P0.0 as output pin). 

Then the selected output pins are SET by writing appropriate data to IOSET0 

register. After some time (inserted using delay function), the same pins are CLEARed by 

writing appropriate data to IOCLR0 register. 

  



 

 

/*Embedded-C Program for Chasing LED*/ 

 

#include<LPC214x.h>    // include header file for device. 

 

void delay(void)     // Program for inserting delay. 

{ 

 unsigned int i; 

 for(i=0; i<1000000; i++) 

 {;} 

} 

 

int main (void) 

{ 

 unsigned int i; 

 IODIR0 = 0X000000F0;  // P0.7 to P0.4 pins configured as output pins 

 while(1) 

 { 

  for(i=1<<4;i<1<<8;i<<=1) // i=1 will generate 0x00000001 data and then  

  {    // shifting it 4 will generate 0x00000010 

  IOSET0 = i; 

  delay(); 

  IOCLR0 = i; 

  delay(); 

  } 

} 

} 

 

 

IODIR0 register is used to configure the direction of pins of PORT0. (writing ‘1’ to 

0
th

 bit of IODIR0 will make P0.0 as output pin). 

Then the selected output pins are SET by writing appropriate data to IOSET0 

register. After some time (inserted using delay function), the same pins are CLEARed by 

writing appropriate data to IOCLR0 register. 

  



 

 

/*Embedded-C program for Reading Key Press*/ 

 

#include <LPC214X.H>    // include header file for device. 

 

int main(void) 

{    

PINSEL0 = 0x00000000; 

IODIR0 = 0x000000F0; 

 

    while (1) 

    {    

        if (IOPIN0 & 0x00000008)     // Test key connected P0.3 

        {    

            IOCLR0 = 0x00000010;    // Pin P0.4 (LED0) off                

        } 

        else 

        { 

            IOSET0 = 0x00000010;   // Pin P0.4 (LED0) on 

        } 

 

        if (IOPIN0 & 0x00008000)     // Test key connected P0.15 

        {    

            IOCLR0 = 0x00000020;    // Pin P0.5 (LED1) off 

        } 

        else 

        {  

            IOSET0 = 0x00000020;    // Pin P0.5 (LED1) on 

        } 

    }   

} 

 

 

 

When key connected to pin P0.3 is open, it is connected to Logic 1(Vcc) and after 

pressing the key it gets connected to Logic 0(GND).  

IOPIN0 register gives the status of entire PORT0. When you perform ANDing 

between IOPIN0 and 0x00000008, if P0.3 is SET, then it returns TRUE otherwise FALSE. 

  



 

 

/* Embedded-C Program for Phase Locked Loop*/ 

 

#include <LPC214X.H> 

void init_PLL(void); 

void delay(void); 

 

int main(void) 

{    

     PINSEL0 = 0x00;  // select the pin function as GPIO 

IODIR0 |= 0x000000F0;  // Set the port direction (P0.4-P0.7 port pins output) 

init_PLL();   // Configure PLL for CCLK of 24 MHz 

while(1) 

    {        

        IOCLR0 = 0x00000010;    // Clear P0.4 pin 

        delay();                  // call delay 

        IOSET0 = 0x00000010;    // Set P0.4 

        delay();                  // Wait 

    }    

} 

 

void init_PLL(void) 

{  

    PLL0CFG = 0x00000043;   // Set multiplier and divider of PLL  

    PLL0CON = 0x00000001;             // Enable the PLL     

    PLL0FEED = 0x000000AA;           // Update PLL registers with feed sequence 

    PLL0FEED = 0x00000055; 

 

    while (!(PLL0STAT & 0x00000400)) // Test Lock bit and check whether PLL is  

{ ; }    // locked onto configured setting. 

       

    PLL0CON = 0x00000003;            // Connect the PLL   

    PLL0FEED = 0x000000AA;           //Update PLL registers 

    PLL0FEED = 0x00000055;    

} 

 

void delay(void) 

{ 

    unsigned int I; 

    fo r(i=0; i<10000000; i++) 

    {;} 

} 

 

PLL is used to generate system clock. Thus we can change the clock by configuring PLL. 



 

 

/* Embedded-C Program for Analog to Digital Conversion */ 

#include <LPC214X.H> 

void delay_200_msec(void); 

void adc_init(void); 

int adc_get_val(int channel); 

 

int main(void) 

{    

    // select the pin function as GPIO 

    PINSEL0 &= 0xFFFFFF0F; 

 

    // Set the port direction (P0.4-P0.7 port pins output) 

    IODIR0 |= 0x000000F0;  

 

    adc_init();   // initialize the ADC module 

 

    while(1) 

    {        

        if(adc_get_val(2) > 0x1FF)   // check the value from ADC  

        { 

            IOCLR0 = 0x00000010; 

        } 

        else 

        {                            

            IOSET0 = 0x00000010; 

        } 

    }    

} 

 

void adc_init(void) 

{    

    // select the function of P0.10 as AD input (AD1.2)  

    PINSEL0 = (PINSEL0 & 0xFFCFFFFF) | 0x00300000;   

     

    // Use ADC1 only 

    // bit 7..0: Channel number 00000001 -> channel 0 

    // bit 15..8: ADC clock =((pclk/divider)-1) < 4.5MHz 

    // for ADC clock ~3 MHz and Pclk = 6 MHz, divider = 1 

    // bit 16: 0:Software SoC mode 1: Hardware SoC mode 

    // bit 19..17: 000 = 10 bit conversion 

    // bit 20: reserved 

    // bit 21: 1: ADC on, 0: ADC off 

    // bit 23..22: reserved 



 

 

    // bit 26..24: 001: start now; others see datasheet 

    // bit 27: useful if bit 26..24 are other than 000 or 001 

    // other bits reserved 

    AD1CR=0x00200101; 

} 

 

 

int adc_get_val(int channel) 

{ 

    int val;                         

    // set the channel                          

    AD1CR = (AD1CR & 0xFFFFFF00) | (0x01 << channel ); 

 

    // allow the channel voltage to stabilize 

    delay_200_msec(); 

 

    // clear "done" bit 

    AD1GDR = AD1GDR & 0x7FFFFFFF; 

    // start conversion 

    // make bit 26..24 = 001 

    AD1CR = AD1CR | 0x01000000 ; 

 

    // now wait for conversion to be over 

    // check "done" bit 

    while(!(AD1GDR & 0x80000000)); 

      

    val = (AD1GDR & 0x0000FFC0) >> 6; 

    // bit 15..6 has data 

    return (val); 

} 

 

void delay_200_msec(void) 

{ 

    unsigned int s,delay1, delay2; 

 

    for(s = 2;s > 0; --s) 

    {  

        for(delay2 = 20; delay2 > 0; --delay2) 

        {  

            for(delay1 = 25000; delay1 > 0; --delay1) { } 

        }  

    } 

} 


